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SECRETARY’S WORDS 

Dear friends,  

I’m hoping that you and your loved ones are still ok and careing yourselves. Let’s don’t get negligent 

and loose our awareness in this prolonging difficult situation.  

We are preparing with Roberto the next season activities and today the Presidents’ Meeting on this 

month is the number one in our work list. We still have some ideas how to improve the functioning of 

our community but not increase the costs! 

But, we will tell more about those when the time is ready. 

We are also negotiating some members benefits. This is huge project and there usually appears some 
difficulties as the need of identically same looking membership card so that membership of our com-
munity is possible to ensure, to get that discount. Also the will of giving true discount is sometimes a 
problem. We are offering big visibility for our possible partners if their logo or ads will be seen in our 
website or in these newsletters and my opinion is that we are not selling it by 10% discount, it must 
be more. We are worth of it. 
 
All the best for you and your loved ones...take care! 

Sakke 
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THE PROPOSAL OF LAW ABOUT MOTORBIKE SOUND LEVEL IN GERMANY 

Some members of our community have contacted me worrying very much about the news 

they have heard from Germany. They are saying that soon in Germany will be a law against 

the noise level of motorbikes and this law is making impossible to ride in or through of Ger-

many by Harley-Davidson. 

I’ve contacted to some members of ours in Germany and also our very important companion, 

FEMA...to ask more details of this worrying plan. Mr. Dolf Willigers, the General Secretary of 

FEMA gave us an answer to my questions very fast. I’m adding his answer here below so by 

reading it  we all can understand more about this problematic trend. I’m sure it’s not disap-

pearing anywhere. Most probably it will come more common all aver Europe. 

 

Mr. Dolf Willigers wrote to us: 

The Bundesrat, the body that represents the governments of the German states adopted this 
demand, next to some other demands. Their goal was to make this part of the type approval 
demands, which means that it would have been a European matter. However, the German 
transport ministry has already written that this would not be realistic and that the European 
Commission is already working on new standards. This discussion within the European Com-
mission and the advisory board Motorcycle Working Group (MCWG), of which we are a mem-
ber, just as ACEM, that represents the European motorcycle industry, is going on for years 
now, with a new episode coming soon. Although the EC wants new and lower limits for 
sound emission, other parties (e.g. FEMA, ACEM, Germany (!) and the Netherlands) say that 
this has little use to fight noise annoyance. Nevertheless, I expect that the limits will be low-
ered, the question is just how much. At the same time the UN ECE WP1 has an informal 
working group (IWG) additional sound emission provisions (ASEP) that is working on new 
testing standards which (among others) will broaden the bandwidth of the RPM much more 
than is the case at present. I will spare you the full technical details, that I can hardly under-
stand myself. This means that it will be much harder for manufacturers to “fool” the system 
and make motorcycles and exhaust systems that only comply to the limits in the present 
small test bandwidth. This new ASEP 2.0 is supported by the industry and us, which brings me 
to the next.  

 

There is something that we must be aware of: noise annoyance is a serious problem that 
causes health issues and is an infringement of the right to rest and enjoyment of living of 
many people. A large part of it is caused by traffic and within this motorcycles play a large 
part in this. When authorities come with (further) limitations for motorcycles like road clo-
sures, more strict enforcement, lower sound limits etc. we may not like it and agree with it, 
they often have good and valid reasons for them. Like it or not, the motorcycle community is 
responsible for a large part of the problem and have denied this for too long. In our view it’s 
time we take our responsibility and we are now discussing with the industry – that supports 
our view – how we can continue riding, but with less noise annoyance.  
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THE PROPOSAL OF LAW ABOUT MOTORBIKE SOUND LEVEL IN GERMANY  

...continues 

 

This approach is also in our own interest: if we don’t act ourselves, others (read: angry citi-
zens and the authorities) will do it for us, which will lead to further limitations. The measures 
we are thinking of are both technical: less sound emission from new motorcycles (a nice 
sound is not necessarily a loud sound!), get rid of exhausts that are tampered with or are ille-
gal in another way, do something about the riding behaviour of “sportive” motorcyclists, 
avoiding riding in large groups, etc. We have to show that we take the complaints seriously 
and are willing to do something about it. As said, we are discussing this with the motorcycle 
industry and I received some feedback from ACEM, after in their turn consulting some of 
their members, one of them was Harley-Davidson Europe, which shows that our approach is 
supported by the industry. We do not support the demonstrations against real or assumed 
new limitations because this just pushes the problem forward plus, perhaps more important: 
it makes us look like victims, which we are not and should not want to be. To victimize your-
self is making yourself weak. 

 

To summarize: Our approach is solving the source of the problem and not just protesting the 
measures that are proposed by the authorities, because of we did just that we could start all 
over again next year and the year after, etc. We think this should not go at the expense of 
enjoying motorcycling. 

 

BTW: when people complain about motorcycle noise they usually refer to sportive bikes, not 
to H-Ds or similar bikes, except when you ride in large groups. This was e.g. shown in the re-
port that lead to the 95+ dB restrictions in Tyrol. 

 

I hope this answers your questions, feel free to contact us if you need more information, 

 

Kind regards, 

Dolf. 

 

Dolf Willigers 

General Secretary  
   

 

Square de Meeûs 18 - B-1050 Brussels - Belgium 
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Some news 
 

H-DC Finland had their annual meeting and there was following elections, board for next two 
years.  

President: Mika J. Saloranta (re-elected) A 

Board members: 

Ari Ollila (re-elected, from now on vicepresident) B 

Riitta Rintamäki (re-elected, editor of club magazine) C 

Marko “Affe” Ahvenainen (re-elected, treasurer) D 

Mika “Seanaattori” Laakso (new boardmember, from now on rallycaptain) E 

Tommi Mattinen (new boardmember) F 

Tommy Helin (new boardmember) G 

  E         C          B   G       F            A      D 
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Some more news 
 

1. We will have our annual Presidents’ Meeting on 24th October. This time it will be a remote vir-
tual meeting operated by internet services...not a real gathering like previous years. 

If YOU like to have more information about it, please, ask the administration personnel of your club to tell 
you more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. We have a plan and a draft of the official FH-DCE T-shirt. There is one unisex shirt and one lady-fit shirt. 
This plan has been sent to all member clubs to be commented. The plan is saying about the quality and 
colors and printings of the T-shirt so that all those official shirts are looking good and are recognizable to 
be an official clothing of our community members. 
 
Now it’s time to work together for it. We are waiting till the end of November if we will have a competitive 
suggestions. If we will have more than this one, we will make voting to choose the one. 
 
H-DC Hellas has already told that they can produce and supply the current shirts by the price of 9 euros 
plus 5 euros for digital color printing the club logo at the back of the shirt, if so ordered. Shipping costs will 
be added after this price.  
Of course these official T-shirts may be produced by each member club on its own measures, but those 
instructions agreed together on the appearance of the shirt is mandatory to follow. For example, any 
signs/logos or texts of any sponsors are NOT allowed to be printed on those shirts.  
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FH-DCE MERCHANDISE 

For our Federation Members, we sell Patches, Pins and Stickers with the Federation Logo. 
**Premise: The FH-DCE emblem is a registered trademark and the property of the FH - 
DCE, which identifies Members belonging to the Clubs of FH-DCE. 
The FH-DCE patch is reserved only for FH-DCE Club Members, and must not be sold, giv-
en, or made available to any third parties. Clubs of the FH - DCE may sell or give the FH-
DCE patch to respective Members in accordance with their local rules.** 

 
The patches are woven! Price 
1.00 Euro / piece 

 

Place your order to: treasurer@fhdce.eu (only for Clubs) 

You will also find these information on our Web-Site in the member area! 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: DUE TO THE ACTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES THE DELIVERY OF 

PINS AND PATCHES MAY TAKE A LITTLE BIT LONGER! 

 

Roberto 

mailto:treasurer@•fhdce.eu
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Sakari Rantanen, Federation Secretary 

Gammelbyvägen 16 

07740 Gammelby 

FINLAND 

Phone: +358 40 559 77 57 

E-mail: info@fhdce.eu 

Homepage: www.fhdce.eu  

Roberto Garbade, Federation Treasurer 

Pürt 97b 

CH-7447 Cresta (Avers) 

Switzerland 

Phone: +41 79 330 59 45 

E-mail: treasurer@fhdce.eu 

 Wise man – Large Clubs  Wise Man – Middle Clubs  Wise man – Small Clubs  

Name  René Wansink 

H-DC Netherland  

Sue Manning 

H-D Riders Club Great Britain  

"Broos" Breusegem 

2-stroke Spaghetti Harley 

Riders 

E-mail  renewansink@kpnplanet.nl  Swsuemanning@gmail.com broos13@gmail.com  

 Cash control member #1 Cash control member #2 Cash control reserve  

Name  Alain Gartmann 

Patriots H-DC 

Jerry Sigmund JR 

H-DC Brno 

Ernesto Navarra Egea 

H-DC Aragon 

Do not forget to check into the FH-DCE homepage now and then.  

www.fhdce.eu 

www.superrally.com 

 
 
 

Federation Harley-Davidson Clubs Europe info@fhdce.eu     
 
 
 

PLEASE, do not forget to share this newsletter with your 
club members! 
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